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§1. Introduction
We firstconsider the linear equation
l,h=l
u(O,x)
0*
n
(aih(t,x)dXhu)+ J2bi(
1=1
uo(x) dtu(O,x)= u＼(x),
t,x)dXlu + c(t,x)u = g(t,x)
in [0, T] x R"
where A(t,x) ―{aih{t,x)}l<ljl<nis a real symmetric matrix whose components
satisfy
(2)
alh(t,x)eZ([O1T];B{Fj}R(R≫x)),
and the weakly hyperbolic condition
(3)
and B(t,x)
(4)
nE aih{t,x)Zi£h>0 forv?e[0,J], vjceJ^, v£eJK,
= {hi(t,x)}l<l<nis a vector whose components satisfy
bi(t,x) c{t,x)ed°([O,T＼;B{Fj}Rl(R"x)).
Here we used the following notations of the function classes,
i) the function classes Z([0, T]) is defined with the increasing function co{t)
on fO,oo1 satisfying
(5)
as follows
(0(0) = 0, co(t)~l=co(rl), co(t)>t
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forvr£(Q,oo),
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z([o,r]) =
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{f{t) e C°([0,T]); |/(r) -f{s)＼ < 3Cco(t - s) for V* e [0, T]
such that r-.se [0,1]}
(e.g. if co(t) = ＼t＼a(0 < a < 1), the the function space Z([0, T]) coincides Holder
space.)
ii) the function classes B{Fj}R(R") is defined as follows
B{Fj}r(K) = {/(*) 6 C00^); max |aj/(x)| < MR^Fj for
vx
e g"x?a e 7VW}.
a=7
There are a lot of papers concerned with the relation between the Holder
continuous coefficients and the Gevrey wellposedness for weakly hyperbolic
equations (see [CJS], [D], [Ki2], [Ki3], [Nt], [OT]). We know the fact that the
combination of Holder classesin t and the Gevrey classesin x is well suited for
this kind of the study. In order to treat the problem in the ultradifferentiable
classes we introduced the function classes Z([0, 71).
Theorem 1. Let T > 0, R＼ > 0, and {Fj}^, {Gj}J^Q be sequences of positive
numbers. Assume that the coefficientssatisfy(2), (3), (4). Then there exists the
positivefunction p(t) e Cl(Rlt) such thatfor any p(t) < p(i) and uq(x) and ui(x) e
DL2{Gj}p{or(Rnx), g(t1x)eCfi{[O,T＼;DLl{Gj}lt{t)-l{Rl))I the Cauchy problem (1)
has a unique soltion u e C2([0, T],DLl{Gj}-,ly＼(R")), provided {Gy}JLo satsfying
the logarithmically convex condition i.e.,
(6)
and
(7)
and
(8)
where
jGj-i
for 1 < vi <
v;,
Gj > Fj,
o)(?)1/2G[1A]lim ―^^ = 0
no 1/fG[1Ahl
Di?{Gj}r{Rhx) = /RjGj < oo
iGt-i
{' (x)eD%(Rnx);J2
7=1
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We remark that the logarithmically convex condition has many equivalent
forms (see [M]). The condition (6) is one of them, and for example the following
is also a logarithmically convex condition
Gf<Gj^Gj+1 for j =1,2,....
When co{t)= ＼t＼a(0 < a < 1) and Gj =j＼s, the condition (8) is satisfiedif
s < 1 + (c/2). Hence Theorem 1 includes the Gevrey case (see [CJS], [D], [N]).
This result of the linear problem may be applied to some nonlinear problems.
For example, the quasianalytic class which is one of the ultradifferentiableclasses,
is meaningful in the treatment of the Kirchhoff equations (see [Nh], [H]). In this
paper we shall also consider the another type of the nonlinear equation
(9)
{
d]u - dx(a(t, x)dxu) +f(t, x, u, ux) = 0
k(0, x) = uq(x) , dtu(Q, x) = u＼(x),
in [0, 71 x P
where P is a fixed closed interval, and the coefficientssatisfy
(2)'
(3)'
(10)
a(t,x)eZ([O,T];B{Fj}Ri(P)),
a(t,x)>0 forvre[0,r], *xeP,
f(t,x,u,v)e C°([0,T};B{Fj}Ri(P),B{Ej}R2(R1),B{Ej}R2(R1)).
When Fj =jls and E,-= /!,K. Kaiitani proved the wellposedness for the
Leray-Volevich's systems (see [Kal]). When Fj =j＼s and Ej ―f/ with the
exponents satisfying / < s, P. D'ancona and R. Manfrin proved the well-
posedness for the abstract /i-dimensional equations of second order (see [DM]).
For the simplicity we shall only treat the 1-dimensional and ^-periodic case.
Theorem 2. Let Rx > 0, R2 > 0, and {Ej}J^0, {Fj}JL0, {Gj}^ be sequences
of positive numbers. Assume that the function co(t) satisfyies co(t) > t for v? e [0,1]
and the coefficients satisfy (2)', (3)', (10). Then there exist T > 0 and the positive
function p{t)eCl(R＼) such that for any p(t) < p(t), and uq{x) and u＼{x) e
DL2{Gj}m^{P), f(t,x,0,0) e C0([0,T};DL2{Gj}p{tri(P)), the Cauchyproblem (9)
has a unique soltion u e C2([0, T],DL2{Gj}~,tyi(P)), provided {Gj}JL0 satisfying the
loqarithmically convex condition (6), and (7), and
(11)
co(t)l/2G[l/t]
sup
fi//ir
f e (0,11LVfj^l/f]-!
< 00,
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and moreover there exist p > I, C > 0 such that
(12)
jpGj-x
and for any fixed R > 0,
(13)
< c
iPGi-i
oo
E
7=1
for 1 < vi < vj
RJ Sl
Gj
< 00.
The condition (11) is weaker than the condition (8), since the solution of
Theorem 2 is local, while the solution of Theorem 1 is global. We remark that
the condition (12) is not contrary to the condition (6). For example the Gevrey
case Gj =j＼s satisfies(6) obviously and also satisfies(12) with p > s, C― 1.
Since the ultradifferentiableclasses of our theorems are included by the
Gevrey class whose order is equal to two, Levi condition for the lower terms is
not necessary. In the Gevrey classeswhose order is greater than or equal to two,
M. Reissig and K. Yagdjian also solved linear and nonlinear problems with the
generalized Levi condition (see [RY1], [RY2]).
In the proofs of theorems we don't use the theory of the pseudo-differential
operators. If one use the pseudo-differential operators in the Gevrey or ultra-
differentiableclasses,one may generalize the principal part of the equation (see
[C], [Nt]). Concerned with the theory for the pseudo-differentialoperators in the
Gevrey or ultradifferentiableclasses, many useful methods are introduced in
[Kail, [Ka2], [Ml.
§2. Preliminaries
In this section we shallintroduce some notations and inequalities.
The energy estimate in §3 is derived as a approximation of the strictly
hyperbolic equations with the smooth enough coefficients.Therefore we need to
regularize the coefficients.With the function (f>(t)e C^1(Rlt) such that supptjt
<=[-1,1], (f>{t)> 0 and J^ 4>{t)dt= 1, we shall put
*+v(0 = U + V)HU + v)0 for j > 2, v > 0
and
Aj+V(t) =A* <t>j+v(t)(aihJ+v(t)= a!h * </>j+v(t)).
Then we get the following lemma.
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Lemma 1. Let A(t,x) ―{aih(t,x)}l<//,<, be a matrix whose components aih
(1 < l,h <n) satisfy(2). Then it holds that
＼＼A{t)- Aj+v{t)＼＼#{Rn)< Cico{j + v)-1
(14)
||0r4+v(Olljo(ji;)< C2{j + v)cnU + v) l.
Proof. By (5) we can easily get for a e N" satisfying |a| < 1
＼d≪x(A(t)- Aj+V(t))＼ < (y + v)
<C(y + v)
J―00
*(U + v)s)Fx(A(t+ s)-A(t))ds
I
J―00
t((j + v)s)co{＼s＼)ds
f00 / ＼s＼＼
= C Ms)co[ -LL-＼ ds
= C<yO + v)-'.
Noting that (j + v) T (f>{s)A{i)ds = 0, by (5) we also get
＼dtAJ+v(t)＼ <
<
(00
-U + y)</>'(U+ v)(s-t))A(s)ds
―00
(j + v)[ t'(s)L{t)-A(t + ^-
J-oo I V J i
J-i ＼J+ VJ
s^+Hi)I ＼f(s)＼ds-1
: *
= C"(j + v)eo(j+ vy1.
The logarithmically convex condition is often used in the proofs of theorems.
In particular it is required in order to show the following lemma.
Lemma 2. Let {Gj}JLQ he sequences of positive numbers which satisfiesthe
logarithmically convex condition
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(6)
Then it holds that
(15)
tfj-k+l>k+l
if fc+1 >j-k+l
Gt
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<
_Gj_
jGj-i
for 1 < V2 <
v/
<Ck(k+l)
Gj-k+i G＼ Gk+＼
(j-k+l)Gj-k 1 (k+l)Gk
jGj.xU-^Gj-1 1
Gj-k+i
j-k+＼)Gj-k"
Gj Gk+i
G3
{ l)Gj-k' 3G2
jGj-i {k + 2)Gk+i
Gk+i G＼_ G2 G＼
1
1
1
for k= 1,2,..., j = k+l,k + 2,....
iGi-x
Gj(j-k+l)＼(k-l)l
fork =1,2,..., j = k+l,k + 2,...,
where C is independent of j and k.
This lemma plays important role to estimate the commutator part of the
energy (see (22)). For the sequences of the Gevrey classes,i.e.,Gj =j＼s(s > 1),
this inequality (15) is also satisfied(see [D], [RY1]). We assert that for the
sequences of the ultradifferrentiableclasses,(15) stillholds under the logarith-
mically convex condition (6).
Proof. Noting the ranges of j and k, by (6) we get
Gj-k+＼Gk+ij＼
=k(k+l)
GJ-k+iGk+if-
Gj(j-k + i)i(k-i)＼ l "･" ^jU-k+mk+iy.
= k(k+l)
= k(k+＼)
(k+l)Gk 1 2Gi
Gic+i G＼
(k+l)Gk'" 1
<k(k+l)-l-l-C
= Ck(k+l)
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Gk+l
= k(k+l)
Gj
jGj-i
G3
Gj-k+2
U-k + 2)Gj-k+l
Gj-k+i G＼
(j-k+l)G
Gj-k+l
-k
(j-k+l)Gj-k
<k(k+l)-l-l-C
1
G2_
1
1
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= Ck(k +1) fork =1,2,..., j = k + 1,k + 2,...,
where C depends on only G＼ and G7. This implies (15).
In order to estimate the lower parts of the energy, we also need the another
inequality which is similar to (15).
Corollary 3.
the logarithmically
Let {GjY?=q be a sequence of positive numbers which satisfies
convex condition (6). Then it holds that
Gj.i(J - k - l)＼k＼
< 1 for A: = 0.1 j = k+＼,k + 2,....
Naturally in the Gevrey case we can see easily that the above inequality
holds. But in the ultradifferentiablecase we stillneed the logarithmically convex
condition (6) to show the above inequality.
Proof. By (6) we get
Gj-iU-k-iyu
if j-k-l>k
Gj-k-i
(j-k-l)G
G＼ Gk ...9l
1 kGk-x 1
t/-l)Gy-2t/-2)Gy_3
Gj-k-1
1
_<n Gk GY
(J-k-l)Gj-k-2 1 kGk-x" 1
Gj-i Gk+i Gk
t/-l)Gv-2 (k+l)Gk kGk-i
< 1 ･ 1 = 1 for k = 0,1
1
j = k+l,k + 2,....
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if k+l >j-k-＼
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Gk G＼ Gj-k-i
kGk-i'" 1 {j-k-＼)Gj-k.2
Gj-i
U-Wj-2
< 1 -1 = 1
(j-k)Gj-k-i
1
Gj-k-i G＼_
{j-k-l)Gj-k-2'" 1
for A:= 0,1,..., j = k+l,k + 2,....
This implies the corollary.
Furthermore, in order to estimate the nonlinear term in the proof of Theorem
2, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 4. Let {Gj}^ be a sequence of positivenumbers which satisfiesthe
logarithmicallyconvex condition(6). Then it holds thatfor ht>＼ (1 < i < n)
satisfyingh＼+ hi -＼ ＼-h≫= I
Gihil-'-hJiil 4W
This inequality appear when we consider the compositions of functions. This
can be also shown clearly in the Gevrey case. We shall prove this with the
logarithmically convex condition (6).
Proof. By (6) we get
l＼Ghx･･■Gh Gn
i h＼Gh,-i Go
IGi- (l-hx + ＼)Gi-hl (I
Go hftGh -i Go
X ･･･ X = =
Gh,,-＼ GnhfiGh_i
Gq Gq Gq ＼GqJ
This implies the lemma.
G(i-＼ Gh2
hi)Gi-hl-i"
faGhi-l Go
-Ai-*2 + l
(I -hi-h2 + l)Gi-hl-h2
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§3. Proof of Theorem 1
In this section our main task is to invistigate the regularity in the space
variable x of solutions. Therefore we shall derive the energy inequality which can
be also applied to a certain extent in the proof of Theorem 2. The method of the
finite or infiniteorder energy are used by many people. We shall also use this
kind of energy for the proof. But the form of our energy is differentslightlyfrom
others.
Using the notations which are prepared in §2, we shall firstdefine the partial
energies
9,v(0
-0
=
J2 (Aj+v(t,x,d)d≪xu,dy)+(oU + v)-lY,＼d>＼2
M=/-i |≪|=i
+ U + v)2 £ rc≫f+ E ＼dtd*u＼2dx
r
where Aj+V(t,x,d) = Yl"h=＼dXlaihJ+v{t,x)dXh.
Our energy includes the parameter v which gives the various benefits to the
proofs. In the proof of theorem 1, v is taken large enough and play a role to
show the global solution.In the proof of theorem 2, v is taken zero and play a
role as the weight for energies.
Hence we can easily see the following relations between the partial energies
and the Ln -norms of the derivatives of u
(16)
E ii^miL * c/+*rV(o2, E ii5>ni^ Rc/+v)^,v(02
|a|=/-l H=j
E W>W2U * *jM＼ E W>Wl2 * eJ+liV(t)2
H=/-i 1*1=7
Differentiating{ej)V{i)}2,by (14) we get
d .
Rv≪}2
=
f E
((M,+vk*,3))dJi/,dj!0+2W E {Aj+V{t,x,d)dtd≪xu,d≪xu)
3 l≪l=y-i l≪l=/-i
+ 2Ma>(j+ vrlJ2(W>,d≫+mJ + v)2 E W&3M
+ 29! J2 {^d≪u,dtdy)dx
W=y-i
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< J2 ((diAj+v(t,x,d))d≪u,daxu)L2
|a|=/-l
+ 291 J2 {(4+v{t,x,d)-A{t1x,d))dt?xu,a%u)Ll
+ 29to>C/+ v)-1Y>'5>> a≫L2 + 2≪(y+ ^)2 E td'd>' d>^2
i≪i=y |a|=/-l
+ 291 V) ([d≪x,A]u,dtd≪u)L2-2m J2 (d*xB(t,x,d)u,dtd°u)L2
l≪N-i l≪N-i
-2K Y, (d"Xt,x)u,dtd≪u)L2+2m J2 (dlg(t,x),dtdy)L2
l≪i=/-i i≪i=y―i
<c2(j+v)cou+vri J2 (Eii^iiY
l≪N-iVl^l=i /
+ 2c1mu+vyi £ (-£,liar'-llVE lla'≪T'≪ll>|
+ 2≪0- + v)-1V||a>||||^>||+2(j + v)2 V ||5>||＼＼dfiu＼＼
I≪N ＼a＼=j-l
+ 2 V ＼＼ld≪,A(t,x,d)}u＼＼＼＼dtd≪xu＼＼+2 J2 ＼＼d≪xB(t,x,d)u＼＼＼＼dtd≪u＼＼
l≪N-i l≪N-i
+ 2 V ||5^,xH|||5fa>||+2 J2 II^WIIII^>||,
l<x|=/-l l≪N-i
where A(t,x,d) = YH^=＼ dx,aih{t,x)dXhand B{t,x,d) = J2i=i bi(t,x)dx,
Noting (16) and dividing by ejjV(t),we get
(17) jteJiV(t) < Cn(j + v)eJtV(t)+ Cfnco(J + v)-l/2eJ+l,v{t) + Cj(y + v)≪y,v
lH=y-i i ll≪N-i
lkW-i J ll≪l=;-i J
(0
r
In order to estimate the last four terms, we introduce the whole energy and
investigate them more carefully. With the positive function p(t) satisfying
(18) p(t)Ri < 1,
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we shall define the infinite order energy
(19)
By (17), (19) we have
(20) d_
It
where
EM)
^p(t)J+v-2
m < E^-
■
f*p(t)J+v-2
r-P(t)J+v-1
£
7=2 Gj+v-2
eiM
(j + v-2)pf(t)eJtV{t) +
^P(ty+v-1
U Gj+v-2
L(t)
^p(t)j+v-1
c{
+
^p(t)J+v-1
E
7=2 Gj+v-2
+
r^p(t)j+v-1
E
j=2 Gj+v-2
E
c"
Wx,A{t,x,d)]u＼＼2
/ J2 WxB(t,x,d)u＼＼2
l|a|=y-l
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Cn(j + v)ejM)
CZU + fyjM)
r
r
ll≪H-i i
c:{ £ ii^wii2V/2
Picking up the last term, we preceed to estimate.
We start to invistigatethe firstterm of L(t) which has the commutater. But
moreover we need separate this term to three parts as follows (see [D]).
(21)
^p(t)i+v-1
c{ J2 ＼＼[dax,A(t,x,d))u＼＼2＼l/2
M=y-i J
^P(ty+v-1
C'nY
;=2 Gj+v-2
r- P(t)j+V~l
7=2 Gj+v-2
l|a|=/-l
J2(STe'aihdexku-8eJalh8^u)
l,h
l,h
p
＼/?<*
G)
211/2
(d≪-P+eialh)di+e≫u
= J-2,
we get
252
where
1 =
II
Ill
+ G
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(8^alh)d^ei+e>-u - (deialh)d≪x+eku- alhdl+ei+ehu
^p(ty+v-{
^2 GJ+*~2
+ y("
= 1 + 11 + 111,
oo
7=2
£ £ G)
)(ar%/,)e"+e'≪)
P(')J+'-'
Gj+v-2 (＼a＼=j-l
^p(t)j+v'1
^p(t)J+v-1
7=2 Gj+v-2
ll≪N-i
|>N-i
211/2
)
((dl-^alh)d^u
2X 1/2
E E
(l)(^<',l,)4+"+"u
l,h p £a,＼p＼<＼x＼-lVP/
l,h S<≪,M=|≪|-1 VfV
Now we introduce the usefullemma to estimateI and II.
1/2
2U/2
2U/2
Lemma 5. Let H > 1, and {xp} a sequence of non-negativereal numbers,
indicizedby 6 e Nn, Then for everyintegeri
ll≪N-i
c
<a,＼B＼<s
<CnH
s£
k=0
For the proof referto [AS].
Thanks to thislemma, we can make desirablechanges of the parameters of
summations. Using Lemma 5 with
^^(y^r'^-wii^ii, *
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^P(ty+v-1
i<c"Y
<
U
gj+v-2
*
{
E
＼fi＼=k
mJ
l≪N-i
(E E
J-2
MaCn,HJ2HJ-k~l
k=Q
7-1
＼P＼
Putting ff =P + eh,
^p(t)j+v-1
'
<c;
E
＼ff＼=k'
00
£
j=2
(
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(j~
fi
iytmFj-w＼＼^≪＼＼j＼
y^FHf0x^u＼＼
k' = k+l,
7-1
MaCn^Y,Hj-k'
k'=＼
i,h V
p(t)j+v-1
Gj+v-2
7-1
k'-l
)}
yrk'+>Fi-k,+l＼＼dtu＼＼＼
k'=＼ ＼K
Similarlyusing Lemma 5
we get
00
j-2
<
'
with
-1
'-1
)
211/2
(HR^-^Fj^
t=e(v
y^-mF,-^M+^ui
s
p(t)J+v-1
Gj+v-2
00
7=2
'
p
£
＼fi＼=k
＼l,h
(O'+v"!
Gj+v-2
Ma
E
(J~*
yff<a,|j?|<|a|-
A ＼P＼
MaCntH
li-V ＼fi＼
＼tr＼=k'
= 7-3,
y{''-wFJ.l.m＼＼4+-+-u＼＼＼ 2]1/2
k=0
yr-mF
j-^fM+≪+"≪＼＼)
2)1/2
}
1/2
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Putting p' = ft+ ei + eh, k' = k + 2,
<
(22)
^p(t)J+v-1
' £(£(
Ma
7-1
k'=2
^
_
1
2
)*rt'+1^+.n^≪iA
Noting that (
7-1
k'-l Wi-y-
co n(t＼j+v-l
i+n<c;j:P-<§―
2]1/2
jt'+l
(,'
-.
)
x (#*i)'-*+1/JHt+i
< ClMa{HRx)2
■
{ Fj-k+i
Gj-k+i
}
)
JEnWl"2
{＼P＼=k J
00 00
EE(
k=＼j=k+l
Fj-k'+i
(£ u≪f≪n2}
, we obtain
I IJk+l iij+v-2
{Gj-k+i Gk+＼jl
Gj(j-k+l)＼(k-l)＼
}
}
^(£ii^ii2＼
In the next step we use the following inequalities,
i) By (7) it holds that
ii) It holds that
when v > 3
Gk+l Gj+v-2
by (6) <
for A:=1,2,..., / = k+ 1,k + 2,....
Gk+y-l Gk+v-2 Gk+2
Gk+v-2 Gic+y-3 Gk+＼
Gj+v-2 Gj+v-3 Gj+＼
Gj+v-3 Gj+v-4 Gj
k+v-1k+v-2
j + v-2 j+v-3
< 1 fork= 1,2,
k + 2
7 + 1
j = k+＼,k + 2,....
1/2
when v
when v
= 2
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Gk+v-i Gj _
Gk+i Gj+v-2
for k = 1.2.... j = k+＼,k + 2,....
= 1
Gft+v-i Gj
G/c+i Gj+v-2
when v = 0
Gk Gj
G/c+i Gj-i
by(12)* c{J^
)'
<C(j-k)p
Gj Gj-i
Gk+v-i Gj _ Gj-i Gj-2
Gk+＼ Gj+v-2 Gk+i Gk
Gk Gk-i
by(.2)< cLL. H
<c2u-k)2p
for A:=1,2,..., / = k+ l,k + 2,....
-1
~k~
)
forifc= 1,2,..., j = k + ＼,k+ 2,....
Then by (16), (18), (22), i), ii) and Lemma 2, we get
I + II < CZ'MaJ2k{k + l)(k + I +
< C?Ma
^p(t)J+v-1
£
7=2 Gj+v-2
V)" lp(t)k+v
Gk+v-1
(J-l)ejAt)
3fc+l,v(0
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As for III, we introduce the another useful lemma.
Lemma 6. Let (T//,(x))be a Hermitian non-negative matrix of functions in
C2(Rn). Then for every n x n symmetric matrix (W//,),for j ―!,...,≪
(
^2^xmTih{x)t]lt＼ <Cn,TY^Tih(x)niqrihq.
lh ) l,h,q
For the proof refer to [O]. We remark that thislemma is needed to derive the
hyperbolicity from ^-dimensional equations of second order (see [D]). While
Glaeser's inquality is also used in the 1-dimensional case (see [RY1], [RY2]).
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Nothing that (a + b)l/2 < a1'1 + b1/1 for a > 0, b > 0, it holds that
^p(t)j+v-1
7=2
VZ+v-2 l>hM
^P(ty+v-1
j~2
GJ+V~2
"
{
H=/-i
/,* fiZ*,＼P＼=＼a＼-l
E E
l,h fi£a,＼p＼=＼*＼-l
G (CW)^≪
y
d^{alh-alhJ+vM+e'+^u
211/2
Putting y = a- 6 satisfying ＼y＼= 1, by Lemma 6 and (14) we get
00 ,,/*W+V-l
j^2 GJ+V~2
C/-1)
^p(t)j+v-1
<
4. r" V HV)
00
c" V
7=2
p(t)j+v-1
"{
Gj+v-2
+
(＼*H-i
C/-1)
i,h ixi=i
l|≪N-i
2%l/2
2U/2
l,h ＼y＼= ＼
CnM~＼)
E
l≪N-i,|y|=i,kl=i
^p(t)J+v-1
PI Gj+v-2
"
sc!
(E an. -.L.d^y+q+e'u da~y+q+e'u
C!n,a(j-l)
E
|≪|=/-l,|y|=l,|e,|=l,k*|=l
oo
£
;=2
+ CI
P(ty+v-1
Gy+v-2
(o{j + vyl＼＼da-y+ei+ehu＼＼2
CnJj-l)
)}""
}"■
{Aj+V{t,x,d)dy,dy)
}"'
<C"{j-l)ehv{t)
2＼l/2
On the welloosedness in the ultradifferentiable
Thus finally we obtain
(23) the first term of Lit) =
^p(t)j+v-1
£
j=2
<c3
of Lit), we only estimate
we get
the second term
<
<
<
00
7=2
of L(t)
p(t)J+v-1
U≪l=y-i
7=2
mJ
|a|=/-l
c'n{ E iirc,^*,0)Hi2i1/2
li≪l=y-i j
C/-%,vM
=j-l,
2% 1/2
*/-' ""iv-,-wiiec'≪n
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)
Gy+v-2
< I + II + III
^p(t)J+v-1
E
7=2 Gj+v-2
Secondly we shall estimate the lower terms of L{t). Lemma 5 and i) are also
used again. But we must modify ii) and use Corollary 3 instead of Lemma 2 in
§2 to estimate them. It is not necessary to change the inhomogeneous term of
L{t).
Since the third term of Lit) can be treated quite similarly as the second term
the second term of Lit). Using Lemma 5 with
^=E(y)*rH*Wii<^'≪ii, *
v%*>
fes('
k=0
＼fi＼
)
'-"Vy-H-uaf*.!!
[＼fi＼=j j
Gj+v-2
Gj+v-2
?('≪)*
c^t^t5CrSe;>^-)-^.-'{E+ii^i,n-
r^p(t)J+v-1
j=2 Gj+v-2
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00 00
k=2j=k+2
= c;v**EE
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(pWHRi)'-"-1
+ C'lHMbF0
00
£
7=2
} p(')k+'
p(t)j+v-1
Gj+v-2
Gj-i-k
{＼p＼=k+＼
} Gic+v-i Gj-＼
Gk Gj+v-2
ll^li2
(£i*ii2y/2
}"
}
In the next step we use the following which is modifications of ii)
iiY It holds that when v > 2
when v
when v
Gk Gj+v-2
1
Gk Gy+v-2
0
Gk+v-x Gj-x <c{J_k)p
Gk Gj+v-2
for A; = 2,3, j = k + 2,k + 3,....
forfc = 2,3,..., 7 = fc+ 2,fc + 3,....
for fc = 2,3,..., j = k + 2,k + 3,....
Then by (16), (18), i), ii)',and Corollary 3 we get
(24) the second term of Lit) < C"'nMh
(25)
Similarlywe get
00 {t＼k+V
pi gj+v-2
the third term of L{t) < C5
oo
£
7=2
fi>(y + v)1/2e/,v(0
co(j + v)l/2ej,v(t)
V/+V-2
forO<t<T
On the welloosedness in the ultradifferentiable
At last summing up
^p(t)j+v-1
(26) E
j=2 Gj+v-2
(23),
00
C'L(t) <
y=2
+
(24), (25), we can get
p{t)i+v-1
Gj+v-2
(27)
d_
Jt
00
7=2
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{C3(j - 1) + (C4 + Cs)a>(j + v)l/2}ej,v(t)
p{t)j+v-x
Gj+v-2
Consequently by (20), (26) we have
EM) <
<
00
£
7=2
*
{
+
p(t)j+v-2
Gj+v-2
(j + v-l)ejJt)
p＼t)+p{t)
c4
(c
n
co(j + v)l/2
7 + v-l
j + v
/ + V - 1
^p(t)J+v-2
£
7=2 Gj+v-2
+ c5
c"＼
(£ ii^wii2}172
i C" J + v
co(j + v)l/2
j + v-l
)
+ c3
7-1
j + V - 1
c>cou+v-irl/2GJ+v_2
n (y + v-l)Gy+v_3
E ii^wii2}1'2
|a|=y-l J
U + v-l)ejty(t)
{
x {2Cn + 2C"n+ C3 + V2C4 +
+
here we used
J + V
j + v-l
r,,f^(Oy+v-1
7=2
p＼t)+p{t)
}
(j + v - l)(jj+v_3
M^K*"I|!}"'
7 +V- 1
<1,
<*>(]+v)l/2
/ + V - 1
U + v)"2
j + v-l
}
<V2 forv/> 1,vv>0.
Poposition 7. Let u be a solution to the Cauchy problem (1). Then there exist
the positivefunction p{t) and vo such that for any T > 0 and any v > vq
Ev(t)<Ev(O) + C':l
Jo
p(sy+v-1
£
7=2 Gj+v-2
( £ Kg(s)f＼"2ds
ll≪N-i I
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Proof. Noting that from the logarithmicallyconvex condition(6)
we get
GJKGj^Gj+i for; = 1,2,...,
Q)C/+ v-ir1/2Gy+v-2 J*
U + V- l)Gy+v-3
fl)(7+ v-l)-1/2G +v-2
C/ + V- l)Gj+v-3
< £
Now we shalldetermine pit) such that
plt＼_ e-{2Cn+2C'j;+C3+V2C4+V2C5)t
r°
x ,e{2Cn+2C;+C3+V2Ct+V2C5)t _ j)
d_
It
Ev(t)<c:j2
7=2
p{t)i+v-1
Gj+v-2
{
)
)
1/2
Gj+v-i
Gj+v-2
for 0 < t < T.
1
1
-1
i + v - 1
Hence by (8) we can see that there exists a large enough v0 > 0 such that for
arbitrary e > 0
forvv>v0 (!/>2).
p'(t)+ p{t)(2Cn + 2Cl + C3 + V2C4 + V2C5) + CHe = 0
/≫(O)=Po-
Hence we get the monotone decreasingfunction
2Cn + 2C£+ C3 + s/2CA + V2C5
}
Here we remark that for any given T > 0, by taking small enough e > 0, we can
make p(T) positive.
Thus by (27) we have
E ≫(0ii2＼1/2
Therefore we obtain (28). This implies the proposition.
In order to conclude Theorem 1, we must modify the energy inequality (28).
Since the index number of the sequence Gj is slided by v in thisenergy inequality,
we shall pull back the index number to the standard one.
(29)
On the wellposedness in the ultradifFerentiable
From the definition of EJt) and eiv(t),we can see that
j=2 Gj+v-2
co(j+ vyl/2
< Ev{t)< C6
(Ek≪ii2+ E w>＼＼2＼"2
ll≪l=y |≪|=y-i J
^P(ty+v-1
£
y=i
Moreover noting that
Gj+v-2 - Gj
and while
(30)
GJ+2
Gj+l
Gj
C/+i)
/£ua>n2+ E ii^>ii2V/2
|>h/ |a|=/-l J
1
Gj+v-2
U + v-2)
<c8-.
GJ
IGoJ
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Gy+v-2
Gj+v-2
Gj+v-3
Gj+2 Gj+v-2
Gj+＼ Gj+y-3
_Gi_
1Gb ^w}-
C7(y + v-2)(-3/2^2)l<
Gj
{C7p(ty-＼j + v - 2)l-W*-*)a>U + v)-1'2}
Gj
by (8) < Gj{C(j + l)co(j+ l)1/2}{C(y+ 2)co(j+ 2)1/2}
･･･{C(7 + v-2)a)(y + v-2)1/2}
^{CU +l)U +l)lll}{C{j + 2){j+ 2)l'2}...{C{j+ v -2){j + v -2)1'2}
<Cv-2Gj(j + v-2f2^2＼
Gj+v-2 = Gj
by (6) > Gj
we can see that
> CGj (C > 0),
Thus by (29), (30) it holds that
(31) E,{t) >
±P-^L
J-2 °>
x/£ll*MI2+ E liwrfl"2
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> clP{ty-1
00
£
7=2
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＼＼*H ＼≪H-1 J
> QCgpiry-1
7=2 "/ 1>H |a|=/-l J
By (29), (30) we also easily obtain the fallowings.
r^(0);
(32) Ev(0)<C6C,p(0)v-lJ2^.
;=1 1
(33)
2- n(tV+v~l r
{
En5>(°)ii2+E
I≪N M=/-i
r ^p(t)j
7=2 j
ll^>(0)||2
lM=/-i
Finally by (28), (31), (32), (33) we have a priori estimate
y=2 ^ ＼h=7 l≪l=y-i J
<CT
*
r
r
II^COII2
/(£ K≪42Y/2 + ( £ll<5>il2
lVi≪w / vi≪i-y-'
7=2 G' ll≫N-i 1 J
"}
for 0 < t < T
r
where CT = CflCj1 C6Ci((p(0))/{p(T)))v-1 (v > vo).
In our ultradifferentiablecase the existence and uniqueness of solutions are
also shown by the same argument as Gevrey case, (see [CIS], [D], [DR], [J],
[RY1]) We shall comment briefly.The above a priori estimate with the initial
data = 0 gives the uniqueness. In order to show the existence, we may approximate
the coefficientsand the inhomogeneous term and the initialdata by the sequences
such that the Cauchy problems have a solution. Using the above a priori
estimate, by compactness argument we can get a solution to (1) as a limit of
solutions to the auxiliary Cauchy problems. Hence we find that u belongs to
C2([0,nDL2{Gj}~{trl(Rnx)) for any uQ(x) and ux{x) e D Ll{Gj} m-.{Rnx), g(t,x) e
C°([0,T];DL2{Gj}
(t)-i{Rnx)).
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
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§4. Proof of Theorem 2
We shall firstshow the semilinear equation (9) is equivalent to the following
more convenient form of semilinear 2x2 system.
(34)
I
where
Utt - (a(t,x)Ux)x + {fq{t,x, Uu U2) - ax(t,x)}Ux + g(U) = 0
U(O,x) = (uo(x),uox(x)), 8tU(0,x) = (ui(x),uix(x)),
0{U) =
f(t,x, Uu U2) -fq(t,x, Uh U2)U2+ax{t,x)U2
fp(t,x,Uu U2)U2 +fx{t,x, Uu U2) - axx{t,x)U2
in [0, T]xP
)
■
and fp = dVlf, fq = dvj.
If u is a solution of (9), by differentiating(9) we can easily see that
U = (u, ux) is a solution of (34).
Conversely if U = (U＼,U2) is a solution of (34), V = U2 ― U＼xis a solution
of the linear eauation
<
Vtt- (a(t,x) Vx)x + {fq(t, x, Ui, U2) - 2ax(t,x)} Vx
+ {dx(fq(t,x, Uh U2) - ax(t,x)) +fp(t,x, Uh U2)-axx(t,x)}V = 0
K(O,jc)=O, a,F(O,x)=O,
Noting that the initialdata and ihnomogeneous term are zero, we get V = 0, i.e.,
Ui = £/iY.Hence returning to (34), we find that U＼ satisfies
Ultt-{a{t,x)Ulx)x+f{t,x,Ux
Ui(O,x)=uo(x), dtUl(O,x) =
U2) =
ux(x).
0
Thus u―U＼ is a solutionof (9).
We remark that the principlepart of the system can be written with the
oarticularform of the matrix as follows.
(a(t,
I
0 ≪(t,x))Ux)x
Hence we can also calculate the energy quite similarlyfor the two dimensions
of the system (34), which can be treated as the 1-dimensional equation. Therefore
we may consider the following equation instead of (9).
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(35)
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d]u - dx{a(t,x)dxu)+fb(t,x,u)dxu
+ fc(t,x,u)u+f{t,x,O)=O in [0,71 xP
u(Q,x) = uq(x), dtu(Q,x)= mi(x),
(36) ft(t,x,u), fc(t,x,u) e C°([0,nB{FJ}Ri(P),B{Ej}R2(R1)).
In this section our aim is to derive the energy inequality of the linearized
equation such that u in the coefficientsof (35) is replased by v. Here we must pay
attention to the lower term and bounded term whose coefficientsare composite
functions. In order to furtherinvestigate the composite functions, we shalluse the
energy defined with the partial sum (see [RY1], [RY2]). Moreover since the
solution of Theorem 2 is local, v > vo is not necessary. In particular by taking
v = 0, we can get the same effectas the weight for the partial enagies, whose form
is j1" (where k depends on the dimension and s is Gevrey order). This weight jks
often apears in the Gevrey case to treat the nonlinear problem (see [DS], [DM]).
For the proof of theorem 2 we can not use the weight jks, since there existsno
exponent corresponding to s in the case of the ultradifferentiableclasses.
Thus we put v = 0 and define the energy
N
£
;=2
4N＼≫w = £
p cr1
Gj
eJfi(u){t) for N > 2,
where
eJfi{u){t) = {I
2
(37)
11/2
a * 4>j{t)＼d{u＼2+ co(j)-l＼diu＼2+j2＼di~lu＼2 + ＼dtd{-lu＼2dx^
The nonlinearlower term is changed into the three term as follows.
N£
7=2
Pity-1
Gj-2
NE
p
j=2
N
+
7=2
＼＼%-l(fb-dxu)＼＼
(ty-1
Gj-2
＼＼%-2(ff%u)＼＼ +
p{t)j-1
Gj-2
＼＼SJ-2Ui°'l)'^v-dxu)＼＼
where f^} denotes ffx%fb(t,x,v)
(38)
On the wellposedness in the ultradifferentiable
We shallinvestigatethis term separately.By Corollary 3 we can get
the firstterm <
<
NE
7=2
G)-2 {A k )
f P(>r2-
( N
U=2
ll^-2-*/*ILII^+2≪ll
K~2-kML
P≪y-2
Gj-2
Halloo
N-2
E
k=0
p(l)k+<
Gk
^p≪)k-1
＼＼87M＼
ll^ll
}
■
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where ||･ U^ denotes Loo-norm. In particular picking up the firstfactor of the first
term, we proceed to estimate. By Leibniz formula, we obtain
HQ1 the firstfactor
<
^p(t)'-2
£
7=2
X
£
G^ i+U-i
u
i＼
2)! / 1
V-_ii f^hx lAii
hx+-+h
u=i,i<hi
h＼＼---hp＼
£■jr. fGjGi(j-2)＼
X
v /i+1pN1oo---
Z^
Q .. .
＼h＼=l,＼<hi ≪' GhM
＼Glhl＼---hfll?il)
Noting that by Sobolev embedding theorem for periodical functions and (14),
it Iirt1/4cfhat
||dJt>L < Q||dJ+1i>L < Co^ + ^-^^olr)
< y ^,+2,o(y)(0 for i = 1,2,..., v,
by (7),(39),Corollary 3, and Lemma 4 we get
(40) the firstfactor
<Mb
NE E wo*)'
j=2 i+/=i-2
Cb<n＼
3 Go)
x y^ ^1+1g*,+2,o(p)(Q---/A'+1
+2fi(v)(t)
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<mJ X>(o*i)'
i=0
<CwJ2(Cnp(T)
u=0
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HN-2/
(41) the firstterm < Cw
(42)
(43) the third term < Ci0
{N-2£
'
{
(44) the last factor <
N£
k=2
<p(t)-1
<P(T)-1
T~G0
)■c(§
Infill
Il^-M
em+2,o{v){t)
^Z-1
£
k=2
)■}
ll^ll
)}
pm+l
Gm
}{
(Cup(T)-l4N＼v)(t)y
k^p(t)m+l
m=0
Gm
N /.sm―l
f- Gm-2
P(T)
where C10 = M,££0(/KW, Cn = *3(C3/3)(<n/Gb).
Thus by (38),(40) we get
the second term < Cn
(N-2
'
R2(Cnp(TrlE{0N＼
E^ii4-2(^-^≫)ii
G*-2 ^SV m )
^p(t)k-l-m
£
2 Gk~2-m
^
/>≪*-'
Gk-2
For the second term and the thirdterm, with some small changes we can get
almost similarly
(≫
**?&)( ■
E
tf+1
Gn+l
where Cn = MbRx ££0(KW'(W^) <MbRxCYZMt)Ri)i{i+ lf'＼< ≫)･
The estimate of the second term ends by (42), but we continue to estimate the
third term. Picking up the last factor of the third term, by (16) and Sobolev
embedding theorem we obtain.
＼＼dm+lu＼＼
W^x **lloo
K~lu＼L
theto
On the wellposedness in the ultradifferentiable
<p{TYl Co
6
N£
k=2
= Cl3E{QN＼v)(t
p('f-'
Gk-2
N
ek,o{v)(t
w=2
p{t)m-1
Gtn-2
N /,＼m-1
＼>＼＼
WA＼
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EQN＼v)(t) in the last factor enters into the power of EQN＼v)(t) in the firstfactor.
Hence the summation Y^^=o *n tne ^rst factor is changed to J2%=i-
Thus by (43), (44) we get the estimate of the third term
(45) the third term < CiqCuR2
( N
x E
{m=2
-C141
p (O""1
Gm-2
II3MI
(46)
}
ii-O
( N
x E
{m=2
p(t)m-1
Gm-2
＼Ku＼＼
}
･>≪K%1)(
°mif)
En+＼
Gu+＼
)}
At last by (41), (42), (45) we have the estimate of the nonlinear lower term
NE
7=2
p(t)J-1
Gj-2
＼＼H-l{fb-dxu)＼＼
< (Cio + C14)
{
+ cJj2(Cup(T)-lE{0N＼v)(t)r(
{u=0 V
^pcr'
£
7=2
GJ ＼k G>->
Gj-2
＼＼H≪＼＼
＼
＼＼si~lu＼＼
Concerned with the nonlinear bounded term, we also separate this
three terms and similarlywe can get
(47)
?*/>≪'-'
E
7=2 Gj-2
＼＼8j
x
-＼fc-u)＼
ll^-2(/c(1>0)-≪)ll +
N
E
7=2
p (t)j
Gj-2
1
}
＼＼Si-2(f}°'l)-dxv-u)＼＼
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+
^P(')J-'
/=2 ^-2
<cl5
l
+ Ci
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＼＼Si'2(fc-8xu)＼＼
J2(Cl6P(T)-lEiN＼v)(t)r(
■
{
I)} ^/>≪'■-'E
7=2 Gj-2
}{§
＼＼%M
Gj-2
"Il
l
Here the constants C＼s and C＼q correspond to the constant C＼iin (46), and the
constant C＼e corresponds to the constant C＼＼in (46).
By (14), (16), (46), (47) we have the estimate of the nonlinear term
(48)
N£
7=2
Pit)1-1
Gj-2
<c18i
＼＼H~l (ffdxu)＼＼+J2
7=2
p{t)j-1
Gj-2
＼＼%-lVc'U)＼＼
^(c^rr'^wr^)}!
<c20
i£ GJ-2
where C20 depends on Ei (v)(t)and p(T)
Hence we can
proposition 7 with
a>U)l/＼o{t)
reduce to (24),(25) and get the energy inequality(28) of
vo = O.
Proposition 8. There exist T* > 0, D>0 such that if E{QN)(v)(t) =
H?=o(p(t)J~l/Gj-2)ejfi(v)(t) <D, then it holds that
(49) EiN)(u)(t)<D forte%T].
Proof. We first suppose D = 2E{0N＼u){0) and p{T)~l < (po/2)~l for some
T > 0. Hence the constant C20 of (48) depends on D and pQ.
We can get the following instead of (27).
x {p'(t) + p(t)(C2 4- 2 + C3 + V2C2Q) + (Ci + l)C2i}
^p{t)J-1
wdi-if(t,x,o)＼i
On the wellposedness in the ultradifferentiable
here we used by (11)
a>U-l)-l/2Gj-2
(y-i)a_3
i
) <*-■
-^ < sup -=
(jhh-
Now we take p(t) such that
(t)
re (0,1]
P_j
1/2 ^
G[i/t)-i
<C2i
p＼t)+p(t)(C2 + 2 + C3 + V2C2Q) + (Q + l)C2i = 0
/>(0)=A>-
Hence we get the monotone decreasingfunction
p^ _ e-(C2+2+C3+V2C20)t j
/>o
(^1 + 1)^21 ,JC,+2+C,+yftCn)t
_l)＼
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and we can findsmall enough T > 0 such thatp(T) 1 < (po/2) . Then we have
the energy inequality
(50) E{0N＼u)(t)<ElN＼u)(0) +
^
(51)
＼＼di-lf(s,xM＼ds
Moreover we can find small enough T* e (0,T] such that
Jo U G,-i
＼＼di-lf(S,x,O)＼＼ds<E{QN＼u)(O)
for t e [0, T]
Thus by (50), (51) we have
E{0N)(u)(t) < E{0N＼u)(0) + 4^(ii)(0) < D for t e [0, T}.
Based on a priori estimates (49), the local existence and uniqueness is shown
similarly as the Gevrey case, (see [DM], [RY2]) We shall give a brief statement.
Defining the bounded set
XD = {ve Cl([0, T},DL2{Gj}pitrl(Py,E{0N＼v)(t) < D}
in the locally convex space Cl([0, T],Dl2{Gj} ,tyi(/*)), and the operator
Q : v ―>･u, from Proposition 8 we can see that Q maps continuously XR into
itself. Using Tichonoff Fixed Point Theorem, we can get a solution u e
C2([0, T], DLl{Gj }m-, (P)). While assuming that uu u2 e C2([0, T], DL2{Gj}~{t)^ (P))
are solutions of (35), and putting w = mi ―≪2, we get
270
(52)
{
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d]w - dx(a(t,x)dxw) +fb{ui)dxw + {fc(u＼)+ gb{ui,u2)dxu2 + gc(ui,u2)u2}w = 0
w(O,x) = O, 5rw(0,x)=0,
where gb{uuu2) = $$'x)(t,x,TU＼ + (1 - T)u2)dt, gc(ui,u2) =
£f£°A)(t,x,TUi+
(I~r)u2)dt.
Using the same methods, we can derive the energy inequality of (52), and
obtain u＼=ur. This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.
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